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Challenge of management of advanced liver disease in Asia-Pacific Region
Dr. Ruveena Rajaram
Consultant Gastroenterologist and Hepatologist & Internal Physician

1. Liver disease in Asia-Pacific Region
The Asia-Pacific region is home to more than half of the global population and accounts for 62.6% of global
deaths due to liver diseases in 2015. According to the third round of WHO’s 2015 Global Health Estimates,
liver disease caused around 5% of deaths in the Asia-Pacific region. Advanced liver disease can cause a
variety of extrahepatic morbidities, which significantly contribute to mortality. Besides, the increased risk of
mortality, the economic impact is high and quality of life indices are low in patients with chronic liver disease.
2. Artificial Liver Support System (ALSS) in ACLF Treatment
Asia-Pacific Region takes up a large proportion of ACLF patients in the world. According to the APASL
guideline for ACLF, for patients with ACLF, with AARC Score lower than 10, if there is no improvement of
score by more than 2 points or presents of any organ failure, bridge therapy is highly recommended. Whereas
for more ill patients with AARC score 11 or above, with two or more organ disfunction, bridge therapy should
be applied immediately. In both situations, there is a chance for organ support as a bridge for liver
transplant.
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Patient Selection for ALSS
Dr. Rakhi Maiwall
Additional Professor of Hepatology in the institute of Liver and Biliary Science
1. Indications of ALSS
 Use as an adjunctive therapy for patient with organ dysfunction/failures and patient with
uncontrolled infection/inflammation due to severe SIRS
 Use as a bridge therapy to spontaneous recovery or liver transplant.
 Use as a rescue therapy to manage patient with refractory organ failure in intensive care unit.
 To achieve the goals of immune homeostasis, improve microcirculation and hemodynamics and
finally benefit clinical outcomes.
2. Pathophysiology of cytokine storm in Liver failure – identify patient stage and apply ALSS
Initially liver failure patient with sepsis will have pro-inflammatory syndrome which could be beneficial to the
patient. However, if the pro-inflammatory response is above control, it may develop into refractory septic
shock, organ failure or even early death. Therefore, doctors need to carefully identify the adverse reaction of
pro-inflammatory response and provide ALSS therapy if necessary, to handle the aggressive response.
On the other hand, some patient may develop severe anti-inflammatory response, which is an adaptive
response, they will have anti-inflammatory biomarkers and cytokines. It is important to use the ALSS as an
adjunctive management to help with recovery.
If patient does not improve from inflammatory and slowly develop into second infection or immune paralysis
stage, in this circumstance, usually these therapies will not work. Thus, timing is the most important factor.
Doctors should identify the patient early on the disease score, and provide ALSS therapy wisely to handle the
dysregulate inflammatory response.
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3. Identify patients for ALSS therapy
 Use biomarkers to guide. CRP, IL-6, Procalcitonin, and endotoxin are able to indicate the progress
of patients’ inflammatory status and how they are reacting to antibiotics.
 Timing. The most important factor that affects how patient will react on ALSS therapy. If introduce
ALSS in the “Golden Window Period” which is before the organ failure, patient may have a better
outcome as it can prevent organ failure. However, if apply ALSS treatment after the appearance of
organ failure, it can only serve as a bridging therapy.



Identify severe patients. Doctors need to predict whether patient may have failure on standard
medical treatment before apply ALSS therapy.

4. An ongoing trial of The Institution of Liver and Biliary Science showed that DPMAS have survival benefit
with reduction of bilirubin and bile acid. In addition, data indicated that compared to DPMAS, plasma
exchange therapy has more adverse events such as volume overload and lung-related problems.

Clinical Application of DPMAS
Dr Ira I. Yu, M.D.
Section Head of Gastroenterology at the National Kidney and Transplant Institute,
Vice President of Phil Society of Gastroenterology
1. How DPMAS can help with liver failure
The systemic inflammatory response may convert from stable to progressive liver injury and organ failure.
When there is a large amount of cytokine in the circulation, patient is in hyperdynamic circulation status
which may induce complications such as cirrhotic cardiomyopathy, hepatopulmonary, etc. Likewise, there
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is an overwhelming presence of pro-inflammatory cascade in kidney injury among liver patients. During
liver failure, there are water-soluble and albumin-bound toxins in the circulation, which may result in
hepatic coma, cerebral edema, and systemic inflammatory response.
Because DPMAS uses blood adsorption technology with designed pore size, rich network structure and
large surface area, toxins, such as ammonia, bilirubin, cytokines and inflammatory mediators, are cleared
when passing the adsorbent columns. Therefore, DPMAS can be used:
 To prevent further necrosis of liver cells
 To bridge to liver transplantation
 To prevent and treat liver complications
2. The application of DPMAS after cardiac and major vessel surgery
The mechanisms of post-operation liver dysfunction are oxidative stress from CPB, decreased hepatic
perfusion during operation and medications intra and post-operation. The rate of developing MODS after
cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is relatively low (4.7%). Nevertheless, if with ALF
the mortality rate is up to 90%. DPMAS could be recommended as a part of combined intensive care in
patient with acute liver failure after cardiac and major vessel surgery.
3. How is DPMAS used
It is done every 2-3 days until goal achievement, either via CRRT or regular HD machine.
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Anti-Coagulation in ALSS Treatment
Prof. Lang Bai, M.D.
Deputy Director of Center for Infectious Disease, West China Hospital, Sichuan University
1. ACLF and its treatment measures
There are lots of patient with liver failure caused by virus infection especially in China, and we are facing
a large population of ACLF patients. For patients with ACLF, treatment methods include internal general
treatment, artificial liver support system (ALSS) treatment and liver transplantation. The ALSS treatment
is an essential blood purification treatment for patient with liver failure. ALSS uses an extracorporeal
device to remove different kinds of toxins due to liver failure. To some extent, ALSS can maintain
internal stability and temporally replace liver function. Therefore, ALSS can help to buy time for liver
recovery or use as a bridging therapy to liver transplantation.
2. The importance of anticoagulation technology in the treatment of ALSS
The anticoagulant effect directly affects the occurrence of bleeding and other complications. It also
influences the success rate and efficacy of ALSS. On the other hand, successful operation of ALSS
treatment can play an important role in the relationship between patients and doctors.
3. Objectives and principles of anticoagulants used in ALSS
 Minimize the activation of the coagulation system by the therapeutic membrane and tubing to
maintain the effectiveness of the filter and tubing for a long time.
 Minimize the incidence of systemic bleeding.
 Has the least effect on the patients’ coagulation system.
4. Heparin anticoagulation protocol during DPMAS
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5. Advantages and disadvantages of different anticoagulation
Anticoagulation Advantages
Disadvantages
Heparin
Classic and mature technology
High risk of bleeding
Effective
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia
Easy to monitor（APTT/ACT） Depends on antithrombin III, most of critical
Short half-life（30min-3h）
patients lack
Neutralized by protamine
Need frequent monitoring
Price friendly
Heparin allergy
Hyperlipidemia, osteoporosis, hair loss, etc.
Low Molecular Stable pharmacokinetics
Risk of bleeding
Weight Heparin Need no monitor
Easy to accumulate when kidney failure
Good efficacy
Partially neutralized by protamine
Long half-life（2-5h）
Low risk of HIT
Anti-Ⅹa Factor concentration is difficult to
monitor
Short half-life（30-60min）
Agatroban
High risk of bleeding
Easy to monitor（APTT/ACT） No specific antagonist
Reginal Citrate Mature technology in CRRT
Has complications of Citric acid accumulation,
Anticoagulation Low risk of bleeding
metabolic
alkalosis,
hypocalcemia,
(RCA)
Low risk of HIT
hypercalcemia, hypernatremia
6. Studies of citric acid accumulation in patient with liver diseases
 Patient with cirrhosis: citrate anticoagulation seems feasible even in patients with decompensated
cirrhosis. Metabolic consequences of citrate infusion were not different between groups in this study
but may be more pronounced in prolonged infusion.
 Patient with HBV-related ACLF: During ALSS treatment citric acid accumulation occurs in almost
every patient with HBV-related ACLF, but the patients are well tolerated.
 Cohort study of using regional citrate anticoagulation during DPMAS+PE treatment was conducted
from 2017-2019, with more than 2000 cases of regional citrate anticoagulation were implemented.
Results indicated that regional citrate anticoagulation could be used for the blood purification
treatment of liver failure patients with safety and efficacy.
The webinar video is available on YouTube：https://youtu.be/e2JnSO-7jhA
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